November 26, 2004 – Satan’s Reason for Disobedience was: “ I am better than he.”
I seek refuge in Allah from satan the rejected.
In the name of Allah, Most Gracious, Most Merciful.
In last week’s sermon, I recited verse 20:123 which reminded us that we were evicted from
Heaven “as enemies of one another.” I stated that people who are not guided by God and are astray, will
most likely spread corruption; dispossess the weak and the innocent; promote hatred and animosity
towards each other; persecute and oppress others, and do sinister and evil deeds that one cannot imagine.
They also engage themselves in scheming against other people that are not like them. God’s system
emphasizes on the UNITY of the believers while it is satan’s job to divide and subdivide the people into
disputing factions.
We are going through fast-changing times whereby the current events on earth are reshaping the
opinions, the thinking and the lives of the people. The sinful people are coming out of hiding, (out of the
closet, as they say ) to demand certain rights and freedoms in order to change the laws that go against
the will and belief of the majority. The very institution of matrimony – the marriage between a male and
a female – through which we came into being; and through which God blessed us with parents, brothers
and sisters, aunts and uncles, cousins, nieces and nephews, and grandparents; is being challenged,
ridiculed, eroded and done away with. The argument of the deviators is “that God created them like
that.” Their numbers are increasing like a tidal wave, over the last few years. My answer to them is: had
it really been God’s system, as they claim, then none of us ( including the deviators) would have been
borne to be here on Earth. The deviators cannot reproduce while God’s system creates and reproduces.
Glory be to Him.
The Computer was initiated and given by God as a helpful tool and instrument to PROVE HIS
REVELATIONS, to improve our knowledge on various subjects, to communicate faster with different
peoples and nations on Earth, and innumerable other benefits; thus enabling us to raise the standard of
our lives and making it better. But the deviators under the inspiration of satan have infested the system
with an abundance of dirty, vulgar and obscene websites. This affects a lot of average minds to deviate
especially the young and the immature, who are being targeted by their hosts. These sites have made it
possible for rapists, kidnappers and murderers to contact young adolescents and lure them in different
ways without even showing their face; and setting up secret dates without the knowledge of the parents
or the guardians. This secretive way of communication leads to dating which sometimes leads to heinous
crimes. Little children are portrayed as sex objects to be enjoyed by the deviators, rather than God’s gift
of life that should be loved, parented, cared for, nourished and raised in the righteous way. There are
also sites that openly preach hatred and violence against each other.
God placed the human race on this exclusive planet that He named as “THE EARTH.” He
decided its inexhaustible provisions in 4 days, and gave us the means to multiply, to reproduce, to
manufacture and to enjoy all sorts of things. At the time of eviction from the Heaven, we were told that:
“On Earth shall be your habitation and provision for a while.” (2:36) Last week, I informed you that
God, Most High, has appointed me as a witness, besides being a messenger, over the entire Quran, to
prove and confirm the Truth of the contents of this Scripture. This includes the “Original History” of the
Heavenly Feud, the beginning of Islam (Submission), the beginning of the human race and our eviction,
our purpose of being here on Earth, satan’s role in our lives, and the Day of Resurrection.
You were shown the Sacred Coding of the letters of Allah, as well as my name letters, on the
most important verses that reflect on the above subjects. Today, I will take you down the path of the
ancient history that took place in the Heavens, and prove it with Allah Ta’ala’s will. You will then better
understand the unfolding events on Earth and the reason behind the increasing level of evil that prevails
nowadays.

Original History:
7:12 Part 1: He (God) said, “ what prevented you from prostrating when I ordered you?”
Question: Who is the “He” mentioned here who issued a command?
Answer: The Miracle of Allah letters reveals and proves the G.V. to be precisely 66, which is the value
of ALLAH. (Be He Glorified)
Part 2: He (satan) said, “ I am better than he.”
Miracle Revealed: The Allah letters are 5, and my name letters are 6, giving us the “Revelation of 1”
GOD.
The answer above given by “satan” is the crux and core of all evil; whereby our inter-relations
and behavior towards other humans is based on the false premise that we are somehow better or superior
than the other. This false notion gives birth to many other evils, which you see all around on Earth
today, as in the past. The portion of the verse above reveals the “Revelation of 1” and also the Supreme
Miracle of 19 & 14, as we shall see, highlighting the Sacred Coding of the Almighty.
MIRACLE: The G.V. of Allah letters is 38, a multiple of 19.
The G.V. of my name letters is 280, a multiple of 14.
Part 3: Satan’s Frivolous Reason: “ You created me from fire, and you created him from mud.”
Question: Who is the Creator mentioned here, that satan admitted to the fact?
Miracle Revealed: The G.V. of Allah letters is precisely 66 again, proving that Allah is the only
Creator, praise and glory be to Him.
Let me take you one step further to show you a deeper and profound Miracle embedded in this verse.
This verse reveals a conversation between Allah ( Most Praiseworthy), and His creature, Iblees (satan)
I will split the verse in to 2 parts, instead of 3, as shown before. The first part is when Allah spoke and
questioned Iblees refusal to carry out His command. The second part tells us the reason given by Iblees
for not honoring God’s command. These parts, including the words and individual Arabic letters are
precisely constructed by Allah to reveal a very Profound Miracle, enough to stump a human brain, by
using an exact number of His Name letters and an exact number of letters of Iblees, while maintaining
the letters and values of my name, as a Witness. The letters of Allah in Arabic are A-L-H; and those of
Iblees are A-B-L-Y-S.
Part 1 : He (Allah) said, “What prevented you from prostrating when I ordered you?”
MIRACLE: The Allah letters are 8, and the letters of Iblees are 9, revealing ONE GOD.
Part 2: Satan Responded: He said, “I am better then he; You created me from fire, and created him from
mud.”
MIRACLE: The Allah letters are 9, and the letters of Iblees are 10, revealing ONE GOD.
INTERLOCKING MIRACLE: Parts 1 & 2, The Allah letters are 8 and 9, again revealing ONE GOD.
Parts 1 & 2, the letters of Iblees are 9 and 10, again revealing ONE GOD, and the total number of letters
of Iblees used in the verse are 9+10= 19, proving that God is only ONE; and He created Iblees; therefore
has the Absolute Authority to issue any command to His creations that He may wish or choose.
After showing you the comprehensive miracles above, I will now take you a step further to recite a “Pair
of Verses” that form a part of the above verse 7:12 These are verses 7:13-14. This Pair of Verses is
again Sacredly marked by the Almighty God with my name letters to reveal the Supreme Miracle of 19
and 14, to prove and confirm the ORIGINAL HISTORY.

7:13 Consequences of Arrogance & Disobedience: He (God) said, “Therefore, you must go down, for
you are not to be arrogant here. Get out; you are debased.”
Miracle: The letters of my name are 19, Glory be to God.
7:14 Request made by Iblees: He (satan) said, “Grant me a respite, until the Day of Resurrection.”
Miracle: The letters of my name are 14, thus “Revealing the Supreme Miracle of 19-14”, Glory be to
God.
The arrogant statement of Satan that “I am better than he” to refuse God’s command to prostrate
before Adam reverberates, and is embedded in the human species. Based on this knowledge and fact, we
observe that humans discriminate on the basis of religion, race, color, language, background, and family.
Christians feel superior to other religions; Jews feel superior to others; Buddhists feel they are
the oldest religion; Hindus feel they are superior; those who are Muslims by name only feel that they are
better than others, and so on. When it comes to race, the whites think they are better in looks and
superior to others; the blacks think that they are the original and superior ; the brown-skinned ones have
their own arrogance, and so on. When it comes to countries and nations, the Americans think they are
better than others; the Europeans think their culture is something to be proud of; the Indians take their
culture to one of the oldest and better; the Arabs think they are superior to others; the Africans have their
own self pride; the Israelis think that they are the chosen people; the Russians have their reasons to brag
about, and the list goes on and on. Even within the same country, one group of people from a different
ancestry like to think that they are superior and better than others; one tribe ridicules the other tribe; each
family has something to say in their favor as compared to the other family. People love to narrate stories
and brag about their parents and grand-parents for whatever they believed in and did, as if that was the
ideal way . The bottom line is that everybody thinks that they are better than others and closer to God.
But none of them like to support their argument based on any logic or proof, as they do not have any.
What is the missing link here that all of them have ignored? The fact that our great grandparents were
Adam and his wife, from whom we all descended. This is the singular common factor that should bind
us and make us overcome all biases and discriminatory prejudices.
Satan never had any reverence or respect for God; neither does he have any compassion or mercy
for His creation- the human race. Therefore, the disbelieving humans brag, discriminate, ridicule, harass,
persecute, oppress and kill others at every available chance they get; simply because God created them
different – this being the prime reason given by Satan. God enjoins on us to cooperate only in matters of
piety and righteousness, and disassociate ourselves in matters that are sinful and evil.
It is a fact that God Almighty did create each one of us unique and different, on purpose. And He
created variations in our skin colors and variations in our languages, also on purpose. He assigned a
different rank to every individual with regards to our term of life on Earth, our health, our physique, our
height and weight, our intellect, our endurance and capabilities, our ambitions, etc. But He did not allow
us to brag or to say to the other person, that, “I am better or superior than you.” We did not create
ourselves, nor can we assign a standard or status to ourselves. It is the Most Gracious who deserves all
the praise for the variety that exists in His creations. The following verse clarifies the ranks assigned by
God, as an example.
43:32 Part 1: Are they the ones who assign your Lord’s mercy?
Part 2: We have assigned their shares in this life, raising some of them above others in ranks, in order to
let them serve on another.
Part 3: The mercy of your Lord is far better than any material they may hoard.

God reveals through my name letters an example of the ranks assigned by God. The total Arabic
letters in the verse are 110, a profound number – meaning ONE GOD, (G.V. of His Shahadah.)
You will see that my name letters are 57, which is a multiple of 19. Additionally, the G.V. of my
name letters is 1672, which is also a multiple of 19. When we add my name letters 57 to the G.V. of
1672, the sum is 1729. which then reveals a multiple of 7 and 19; being the Sacred Codes of Quran.
My rank assigned by God is further revealed and proved by taking appropriate parts of the verse.
Miracle: Part 1 and 3 talks about God’s mercy; that it is assigned by Him and nothing compares to it.
My name letters are 10 and 11, in each part, proving the rank assigned to me as the revelation
bearer of the “Miracle of 1”( GOD.)
The G.V. of my name letters are 356 and 252, for each part; the sum being 608; this being a
multiple of 19.
For Part 2, which gives the reason for the assignment of different ranks, the G.V. of my name
letters is 1064; this being a multiple of 14 and 19.
Without a shadow of doubt, The Most Wise has outlined my rank as a Messenger and a Witness,
appointed and authorized by Him, by putting my name letters as a multiple of 19; the G.V’s of my name
letters as a multiple of 14 and 19; through individual parts of the verse and through the verse as a whole.
This is indeed the power of God, as demonstrated through His Miracles, that the majority cannot
recognize, appreciate, or believe in. They may say, “why did the miracle come to him?” or that “he
made it all up, and he is crazy.” This is exactly how God puts the human beings to the test, - to
distinguish the ones that blaspheme Him by rejecting what He sends down.
The “Original History” and the “beginning of Islam” is given in the Quran out of which I have
shown and proven some of it, in this Khutbah. According to verse 5:3, the “RELIGION OF ISLAM” is
given as “Al-Islam Deenan” in Arabic. The same words appear in 3:85 also. God’s mercy is again
visible and apparent as we see that the Allah letters are 5 in these most important words, and my name
letters are 6, thus revealing the Supreme Revelation of 1 – GOD.
As an addition to the above miracle, the same verse says: “ and I have decreed Islam as the
religion for you.”
Miracle: In this verse, my name letters have a G.V. of precisely 306, which is the value of my
full name, Makbul Husain.
As my name letters are Sacredly placed and inserted in such important verses and words by The
Omnipotent, and revealed to me; this only proves the Quran to be the truthful and authentic word of
God, and my role as a messenger and a witness over all of it. Glory be to Allah. All readers and listeners
can easily understand that I have no control over the composition, the structure and the mathematical
values assigned to letters, words and verses. If they still wonder, their only wondering will be: “Did God
send a human being as a Messenger?”
Just like the Quran reveals His name to be Allah and proves everything that He has stated in the
Book, so does the selection of the word that God gave to our planet, namely “The Earth.” The G.V. of
this word is 1032. With God’s will, when we convert this number into a chapter and verse number, we
get 10:32 Let us see what God reveals to us:
10:32 Such is Allah, your rightful Lord. What is there after the truth, except falsehood? How could you
disregard all this?

SUPREME MIRACLE: The Allah letters in this verse that originated out of the value of “The Earth” is
precisely 19, this being the value of “Wahid – meaning One” and a Sacred Number in the Quran.
SUPREME REVELATION: God has placed my name initials also 19; thus “Perfectly Matching it” (see
56:37 )
In order to enhance the Truth of His Miracle, and to remove all doubts of any of this being a human
manipulation, He connects the next verse, 10:33, to reveal “The Revelation of 1.”
10:33 Consequences for Rejectors: This is what your Lord’s decision does to those who choose to be
wicked; they cannot believe.
SACRED CODING: For both verses, 10:32, 33, my name letters are 22 and 23; revealing the “Sacred
Revelation of 1 – God .”
After hearing this Khutbah, you will better understand the following verses now, considering the only
excuse given by satan was that he was better than Adam, and therefore chose to disobey God.
49:13 O people, we created you from the same male and female, and rendered you distinct peoples and
tribes, that you may recognize one another. The best among you in the sight of God is the most
righteous. God is Omniscient, Cognizant.
30:22 Among His proofs are the creation of the heavens and the earth, and the variations in your
languages and your colors. In these, there are signs for the knowledgeable.
Let me take out the relative portions from both verses that identifies different tribes and
nationalities, and also the variations in our colors and languages, which is the basis of most prejudice
and discrimination amongst the people.
49:13 “and rendered you distinct peoples and tribes, that you may recognize one another.”
30:22 “and the variations in your languages and colors.”
REVELATION: The letters of Allah are 7 and 6, revealing the “Miracle of 1” (God)
REVELATION: My name letters are 12 and 11, revealing the “Miracle of 1” (God)
49:13 “ THE BEST AMONG YOU IN THE SIGHT OF GOD IS THE MOST RIGHTEOUS.”
The Allah Letters are 7, and my name letters are 8; revealing the Supreme Miracle that God is ONE.
Those who follow this guidance revealed by God through His messenger can surely strive alongside
with him to be counted among the “righteous,” as the Miracle above reveals and proves.
ALL GLORY AND PRAISE BE TO ALLAH, LORD OF THE UNIVERSE.

